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Strategically-scheduled IT Projects: Email Archiving & Management?

Are we serious – in the face of all the pressing IT budgets being considered for next fiscal year -- implement 
a key project like archiving?

Absolutely!  You’re spending extra time and dollars every year you delay this, and making the ongoing 
effort of providing and maintaining critical email connections, complicating more significant projects like 
migrations, compromising compliance, and increasing the time and cost of FOIA projects.

Below are the key reasons why this project should be at the top of your list, and in our experience virtually 
every public entity we’ve spoken with struggles with the same issues.  Plus, the points below will help you 
“sell” this project to an often-skeptical management team. 

7 Reasons Why Archiving Should be in Your Next Fiscal Budget 

1. It May Actually Cost You Nothing To Implement...

Email accounts for 70+% of storage space on servers.  If you don’t have storage budgeted for this year (and 
you likely do), you certainly have storage budgeted for next year.   Moving to Cloud or hosted email, such 
as Office 365, does not address this; neither does Exchange 2013.

A third-party archiving solution, such as ArchiveOne, addresses storage management in a very 
straightforward way: 

• Automated compression/recompression software is integrated into the heart of ArchiveOne – email 
compacts nicely (especially attachments), meaning 500GB of email becomes 250GB of email when it’s 
archived.   Recompression is automatic; users retrieving email don’t notice a difference.

• Single Instance Storage is also built into ArchiveOne – SIS, as it’s called, means that only one copy of a 
duplicate email and/or attachment is archived, and all other duplicate files are merely pointers.   Again, 
the storage reduction can be dramatic. 

So – what are you spending for storage?  Could reducing those requirements by 35-40% equal the cost of 
archiving?   

2. Payback Benefits Continue For Years...

Not only will implementation of third-party archiving have Year One benefits, those reductions will 
continue over time since new email is also compressed.   Here are the key benefits your organization will 
see:

• Continued storage optimization  – new email also takes less space since it is compressed.

• Smaller backup windows:  the overall size of the store is reduced, so the size, time, and network 
bandwidth for backups is also reduced.

• Archival storage doesn’t need the same rigorous backup as primary storage – it can be done less 
frequently and with less disruption to your user community.

3. Great Way to Leverage the Cloud...

Your archived email is an ideal candidate for cloud storage – particularly in situations where emails are 
retained for some period of time.  With a third-party archiving solution, you can choose the storage 
location (local or cloud).  You can also use the cloud as the repository for your backups – and now this is 
even more cost-effective because archiving has reduced the size of those backups.
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4. Solves A Lot Of BYOD Issues...

BYOD may be everywhere, but managing it – as well as users’ access to stored data – is not. With third party 
archiving – such as ArchiveOne – BYOD users are already accounted for.  Access to archived email data 
(messages and attachments) follows an “access anywhere” strategy, meaning web-based access as well 
as mobile access is seamless.  A user can access their mail whether on a desktop, mobile device, or even 
a kiosk, without undue strains on the IT organization or any user training (the access method is seamless 
and the same, regardless of device).

5. Satisfies Long-Term Storage Needs for Email data...

You’ve heard it before – your organization needs long-term access to email data, attachments, documents, 
etc. Freedom of Information Acts at the Federal and state levels only complicate this need.

• PSTs can be eliminated – they are easily migrated into archives, which will be backed-up, easily 
searched, and easily maintained.

• Archival storage can be limitless – so long-term requirements are easily accommodated.

• Search is greatly streamlined – familiar search windows will work across archived data, allowing users 
to locate information using keywords, date ranges, and all the other tools with which most are familiar.

6. Simplifies Email Migrations...

Whether you’re simply looking at upgrading an aging Exchange infrastructure, or moving to a hosted 
solution, i.e. Office 365, archiving will greatly simplify migration, reduce the cost of that migration, and 
accommodate compliance requirements which Microsoft provides in-place only.   

An archiving solution simplifies migrations and satisfies compliance needs:

• In any migration – whether it’s to a new version of Exchange or Exchange Online – the entire inbox 
must be migrated.   By archiving older information, the sheer size of the inbox being migrated can be 
substantially reduced.

• Migrations to Exchange Online run at internet speeds, and Office 365 is specifically throttled to ensure 
that other users’ access is not clogged-up with large migrations; a third-party archiving solution ensures 
that a smaller footprint of data is moved and can cut a migration from months to days or weeks.

• Since Exchange Online cannot access PST files, those also need to be re-ingested and migrated, which 
can greatly exaggerate the necessary temporary storage for an Office 365 migration and also rapidly 
fill-up that generous 25GB mailbox.  A third-party solution automates PST ingestion and can apply the 
same archiving policies to live inbox data, ensuring vast mailboxes don’t end up being migrated across 
your internet connections. 

• Compliance is only addressed in Office 365 in-place.  Best practice is to have a separate compliance 
archive and eDiscovery process, ideally behind your firewall. Any public entity knows that failures 
to respond to document requests in any way have negative consequences.  A third-party archiving 
solution can utilize hardware you already own to establish a compliance archive which can sit behind 
your firewall and ensure you can respond to information requests quickly and easily, avoiding penalties 
and other damages.
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7. It’s a relatively straightforward project...

You’ve heard this as well – “it won’t take any time or resources at all.”  As far as archiving goes, that statement 
is more valid than with other IT projects:

• Basic installation is easy – we see customers completing installations in hours (versus days or weeks).

• Basic policies are also straightforward – most organizations begin with date-bounded archives, which 
means a single policy covers everything.

• Customizing policies to distinguish between different users and to establish varying retention 
strategies can be developed after-the-fact and applied retroactively (i.e., you don’t need to do it all at 
once).

• Setting up a compliance archive is equally straightforward.

• The benefits are immediate.

• There is no end user training required.

So there you are - seven reasons why archiving is a must-do IT project for your next budgeting cycle.  
We’ve worked with many institutions with widely differing requirements and situations, so are likely to 
have solved issues very similar to your own. Public sector customers include the City of Staunton, the 
City of Manassas, Chemung County, the City of Manchester, the Community College System of New 
Hampshire and Alta Loma School District to name but a few.  We have worked with scores of public sector 
organizations across a range of Exchange configurations, solving a number of issues despite tight budgets 
and challenging schedules.


